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Roy, Lauren 
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Subject: eBay and PayPal HEARINGS [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Categories: SEC=UNCLASSIFIED 

ACCC Classification: SEC=UNCLASSIFIED 
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Sent: Tuesday, 1 July 2008 2:29 AM 
To: Adjudication 
Subject: eBay and PayPal HEARINGS 

To--- whomever it concerns in the ACCC concerning the eBav and PavPal HEARINGS 

I gather that most of the people objecting to the eBay plan for making PayPal mandatory are sellers. Well 
here's an objection from an eBay buver. 

And yes, I am definitely an experienced, you could say even enthusiastic, eBayer and have been since March 
2002. Over the last few years I've done more than 400 transactions - but just ONE (locallcash) sale. Items 
have ranged from car parts, to gas stoves, to silk scarves, to computer inks. In all those purchases there has 
only been one "fail to deliver" - and that was a blatant fraud which would have occurred no matter what way I 
paid. 

Things I've bought have been in Australia, the USA, UK, France, Germany, Thailand etc. Sometimes I use 
PayPal because it's convenient for international currency exchange. But I also use cash and direct bank 
transfers as and when appropriate. I like having options. If I go to a shop it's either cash-only (and NO FEES) 
or they have options on how to pay. What's so different about online? 

I am insulted at the way eBay assumes I need "protecting" from my own decision-making. Sure, I take care to 
suss out the person I'm buying from - but you do that in normal life anyhow whether it's direct mail, shopfront 
retail or other face-to-face transactions. I resent eBay's attempt to try enforcing a PayPal-only rule. It's 
nothing more than a high-handed grab at forcing people to pay their fees, and in the long run this affect 
buyers as much as sellers. I am particularly perturbed at press reports that eBay is trying it on in Australia as 
a pilot program before forcing such a scheme on the rest of the world. It's no secret that many eBay 
merchants inflate their S&H or postage costs to cover their eBay and PayPal fees. Forced increases would 
definitely restrict my buying pattern. 

I don't have much love for banks or credit cards, but in the interests of consumer choice I urge ACCC to resist 
this monopolistic and big-brother bullying. 

I am happy to confirm these comments personally, or provide more details if required. 

Emma Brooks Maher 
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